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Abstract. The article proposes a novel design of a single-channel amplitude analyzer with exact timing distinguished for the minimal number
of electronic components in the logic circuit for "in window" events separation implemented with one chip containing two retriggerable monovibrators. The performance of two different types of timing circuits, implemented using a differentiating stage with parallel negative fedback and
a circuit for constant fraction timing, is investigated. In addition, the
linear-mode operation of the stages is studied as well as in the case of
gain limitation due to overloading by input pulses of various shapes and
amplitudes.
Pe3IOMe. B HacTo.llluei!: cTaThe npe.ZJ;JIOlKeHo HoBoe cxeMHOe pellleHHe
0.!0IOKaHaJlhHOro aHaJlH3aTopa c TO'IBOH npHBH3KOH no BpeMeHH. JiorHKa OT.l{eJieHHH co6HTHH "B OKHO" HCnOJIHeHa npH noMOJ.UH 0.!0IOH MHKpocxeMhl, co.a:eplKaJ.Uei!: ){Ba O.!OIOBH6paTopa c nepe3anycKOM. HccJie.l{OBaHbl ){Ba THila cxeMHblX pellleHHH .l{JIH npHBH3KH no BpeMeHH - c
.rcmj>epeHUHPYIOJ.UeH uenhIO H napaJIJieJibHOH OTPHUaTeJihHOH o6paTHOH
CBH3hl0, H c npHBH3KOH K IlOCTOHHHOH 'l:aCTH aMUJIHTY.llhl HMilYJibCa.
HccJie.a:oBaHa pa6oTa cTyneHei!: B JIHHeHHOM pelKHMe H B cJiy'l:ae orpaHH'leHHH ycHJieHHH, Bbl3BaHHOro neperpy3KOH npH BXO.!OfhlX HMilY JlhCax
c pa3JIH'IJIOH cj>opMOH H aMUJIHTY ){OH.

1. Introduction

In many cases of radioactive radiation spectral measurements the necessity arises
of counting events, limited within a given energy interval with the supplementary
requirement of exact timing with respect to the moment of their appearance.
A number of circuit designs have been published, solving particular types of
@1993 St. Kliment Ohridski University Press All rights reserved
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problems, such as single-channel amplitude analyzers [1-5] and pulse-shapers with
exact timing for radiation detectors [6-12] . The majority publications include experimental data for the main parameters of the created electronic circuits. The
differential discriminators circuits contain a great number of components which
makes them complicated and unreliable.
In addition, the influence has not been investigated of the time-lag of the operational amplifiers used in the dynamic range of the exact-timing units.
The block-diagram of a differential discriminator, together with the time diagrams of the voltages at characteristic points, are shown in Fig. la, b.

(a)
Uin

t_ -==- -m-um-mu-tt~
~---~

~~T·t1
~~·to

·- .t

D

T~~Zi<.f~_.____.___~D~---

~T. t~~---~-------

(b)

~17·f.________~O_,__ _.~

Fig. 1. Differential discriminator. (a) Block-diagram; (b) Time diagrams

Voltages defining the lower and upper discrimination thresholds are fed to the
inverting inputs of the comparators K1 and K2, respectively. The difference between
the threshold voltages determines the width of the "window" of the differential
discriminator. A voltage surge is generated at the output of the exact-timing circuit
when the maximum of each input pulse is reached.
Then the input pulse arrives. Low voltages are present at the outputs of the
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comparators, as well as at the output of the exact-timing circuit. When the input
pulse exceeds the threshold voltage of the K 1 comparator, a positive voltage surge
is produced at its output. The monovibrator M 1 will have trigger voltages at its
inputs A and B, but it will not be actuated, because the low voltage is present at the
exact-timing circuit output which keeps the monovibrator in "O" logic state, then
the input pulse reaches its maximum. As soon as the input pulse passes over its
maximum, the positive voltage surge produced at the exact-timing circuit output
actuates the monovibrator M 1 ; the latter then generates a pulse with duration
determined by the sizes of the capacitor and the resistor connected to its terminals
R/C and C. The device's output pulse is led out of the M1 monovibrator noninversion output.
The monovibrator M 2 is not actuated before the input pulse exceeds the upper
discrimination threshold because the low voltage is fed to its non-inversion input
from the K 2 comparator output. When the input pulse exceeds the upper threshold ,
a voltage surge is fed from the K2 comparator to the non-inversion input of the M2
monovibrator delayed with respect to the voltage surge at the monovibrator's reset
input . The pulse brings the monovibrator into "l" logic state; it will remain in this
state because of the galvanic connection between R/C and C inputs implementing
a flip-flop circuit with two stable states. High logic state is generated at the Qoutput of the M 2 monovibrator, which is fed to the inversion (A) input on the
M 1 monovibrator. (We used a dual retriggerable monovibrator chip type 74123.
The use of this type of chips as a flip-flop with two stable states is not quoted
in the literature; however, no noticeable rise of their temperture appeared in this
mode of operation.) If a positive voltage surge appears now at the exact-timing
circuit output, the M 1 monovibrator will not be actuated and no pulse will be
produced at its output. When the input pulse drops down below the K 1 comparator
discrimination threshold , the M 2 monovibrator is reset by the low signal level at the
K 1 output, and simultaneuosly, low voltage level is fed to the M 1 monovibrator noninversion input which forbids the latter's actuation; thus, the second comparator's
actuation forbids that of M 1 and, consequently, the generation of an output pulse.
We studied two versions of an exact-timing circuit. The first one realizes zerocrossover timing of a differentiated spectral pulse from scintillation or semiconductor detectors (Fig. 2.a, b).
The circuit contains a differentiating stage with parallel negative feedback implemented by means of an operational amplifier (Ko) and an integrating R - C
group (R2.C2) reflecting the frequency response of the amplifier. As an example,
we describe its operation when the ratio between the differentiation time constant
r1 = R1C1 and the internal time constant of the operational amplifier Ta= R2C2
is equal to ten. The circuit's operation was also investigated for values of this ratio
within the 1- 100 interval.
Until an input pulse appears, a logical "O' is present at the Schmitt trigger 's
output (Fig. 2.a, b). The input pulses Uin are fed to the exact-timing circuit through
a shaper realizing single C - R differentiation and n-fold R - C integration with
equal time constants. The shape of the input pulses is
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Fig. 2. Zero crossover timing. (a) Block-diagram (b) Time diagrams
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is the amplitude of the pulse at the shaper input; n is the number of
R - C integrations, and T = RC is the shaper's time constant.
Positive threshold voltage is applied to the Schmitt trigger through the potentiometer included between +5 V and ground so that logical "O" is present at its
output when the input signal is zero. The input pulses are differentiated once (us
in Fig. 2b) and a positive voltage surge appears at the Schmitt trigger output every
time the input pulse reaches its maximum.
The currents and voltages at given points of the circuit have the following
shapes:
duin

= Uo

dt
u2
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= Uin -
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Fig. 3. Algorithm used
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i3 = - - -

Uoot

(5)

where

Req

(6)

it = i3

''

-~-----J

U4
(a)

-Kou3

= { -sign( u3)U1m

for IKou3I < Uim
for IKou3i ~ Uim

Ko is the amplifier gain coefficient without negative feedback for the operational
amplifier in Fig. 2a, Uim is the limitation amplitude, and Rt, Ct, ... are the circuit

elements (Fig. 2a).
The current through the two diodes, respectively the value of Rd, can be calculated using the Newton's method, according to which the voltage drops across the
diodes at an arbitrary step, m + 1 is determined from

the increment can be calculated from the equation
(b)

~Udm

(b) Time diagrams

where Io

= 10-t 3

=

(u3 - us) - Udm - R4Io(eudm/u, - 1)
1 + R4Io/Uteudm / u,

A is the reverse current, and Ut

= 0.03

V is the temperature
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Fig. 3. Algorithm used for numerical analysis of the circuit shown in Fig. 2
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Using Eqs (5, 6, 2) we get

(7)
We substitute du 5 /dt from (4), and obtain an expression for du 3 /dt which, in turn,
we substitute in (3) . The set of ordinary differential equations thus obtained
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is solved numerically by means of the Runge-Kut ta method on a personal computer
following the algorithm outlined in Fig. 3.
In the case of input pulses with steep leading edges, amplitude limitation occurs
due to the time-lag of the differential amplifier and the differential voltage at the
input increases considerably. This process can be shortened significantly if an
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Fig. 4. (a) Output pulse delay time as a function of the amplitude, the number of
integrating circuits n = 1, 2, and the values of the input pulses shaping time-constants r;
(b) Schmitt trigger output pulse delay as a function of the input pulse rate of variation; ( c)
Schmitt trigger output pulse delay variation at simultaneous change of the differentiating
and shaping time-constants; r = 1, 3, 5, 8 µm, number of i11t egrating circuits n = 4
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addiional parallel negative feeRback circuit is introduced by means of diodes and
the resistor R 4 with value R 4 < R 3 connected in series; the depth of the negative
feedback is thus increased when the diodes are open.
Fig. 4a shows the experimentally obtained dependence of the delay of the
Schmitt trigger output pulse flt on the time-constants r of the shaped input pulses
(Eq. 1) and on the amplitudes Uin of the input pulses. Fig. 4b presents the
dependence of the same delay on the rate of the input pulse zero crossing. Finally,
Fig. 4c illustrates the delay variation at the Schmitt trigger output as a result of
the simultaneous change of the time-constants r of the input pulses shaper (see
Eq. 1) and of r1 = R1 C1 of the operational amplifier differentiating circuit in Fig.
2a ( r
r1
1, 3, 5, 8 µs. The increase of the output pulses delay for small values
of Uinis due to the decrease of the rate of variation of the Schmitt trigger input
voltage. When larger shaping time-constants r and n-integrating circuits are used
in the shaper (Eq. 1), the input pulses rise-time increases and the differentiating
stage works in limitation mode only for high amplitudes of the input pulses (see
Fig 4b, c). A considerable advantage of the circuit presented in Fig 2a is the fact
that its operation is not affected by the value of the input signal d.c. component.
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Fig. 5. Constant fraction timing. (a) Block-diagram; (b) Time diagrams

We investigated also the possibility of using slow operational amplifiers in circuits for constant fraction timing. The circuit shown in Fig. 5a was studied by
using a Schmitt trigger and operational amplifiers with different time-constants
R2C2. The spectral signal passes through two channels: in the first, it is attenu-
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ated by 50%, while in the second, it is delayed by td = .A. The difference of the two
signals is then obtained by feeding them to the inputs of the (Ko, Ta) amplifier; it
has the shape
L\u(t)

=

;:! ((~)

n e-t/r _ 2

C~A)

n e-(t->.)/r) .

The operational amplifier output voltage can be determined from the equation
Kol\u

Uouta(t) = { -sign(L\u)U1m

for IKoL\uj <
for IKoL\uj ~

U1m
Uim ·

When the integrating circuit ta of the operational amplifier is taken into account,
the output voltage is determined by the following expression:

Uout(t)

circuit shown in Fig. 5

(a)

= Uout(t -

h)

huR

+-

Ta

where Ta= R2C2, and his the quantization step.
The calculations are carried out on a personal computer using the algorithm
shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 7 a shows the output delay time as a function of the input pulse amplitude
and of the operational amplifier intrinsic time constant Ty = R2C2.
An important drawback of the circuit is that when a d.c. component is present in
the input signal, the operational amplifier output voltage is shifted to the limitation
region, which can only be partially compensated by a negative feedback (see Fig.
7b.l, 7b.2). The use of a fast amplifier or comparator considerably reduces this
effect, as it is shown in Fig. 7b.3).
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2. Conclusion

We propose a differential discriminator circuit with exact-timing input having increased reliability due to the minimal number of electronic components and connections and allowing the decrease of the intrinsic pulse delay. The influence of the
input pulses amplitudes on the delay variation determines the concrete choice of
the constant fraction timing circuit with respect to the amplitude of the spectral
input signal. The dependence of L\t on the amplitude Uin and on the shape of the
input signals T (Fig. 4a and 7 b.3) for dual differentiation device (Fig. 2a) and
for the threshold tracking device (using fast amplifiers or comparators - Fig. 5a)
demonstrates that the latter circuit (Fig. 5a) operates in a 1:100 input amplitudes
dynamic range when the shaping time-constants are small. A tendency of dynamic
range decrease is observed for larger shaping time-constants. The former circuit
(Fig. 2a) operates in the same dynamic range for large shaping time-constants; this
range decreases in the case of small shaping constants. A necessary condition for
exact timing is that it should occur immediately after the input pulse maximum
is reached. In opposite case the comparator K 1 (Fig. la) will return to its initial
state before the positive edge of the exact-timing circuit output pulse will appear
at the respective input (R) of monovibrator M 1 (Fig. la) and there will be no
output pulses from the single channel analyzer.
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